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Square Golf Ball Bottle Stopper
  
The Square Golf Ball® is available as a truly unique bottle stopper. Fits any 750 ml – 1.5 lt bottle – which 
means almost any bottle on the market. Don’t settle for pushing the cork back into the bottle. The Square 
Golf Ball® bottle stopper serves a purpose and creates an interesting conversational piece at the same time. 
Affordable priced, you simply cannot go wrong. Keep in mind that your Square Golf Ball® bottle 
stopper is completely customizable with up to 5 faces available for imprint. We suggest 1 or 2 faces, but 
the option is yours. Text, messages, graphics, etc – let your imagination go wild. The perfect gift when 
you’re bringing your host or hostess a thank you gift. Makes for a great business giveaway also – an item 
people want and need, with your business name or logo as a gentle reminder. Want a complete package? 
Consider a Square Golf Ball® corkscrew to accompany your Square Golf Ball® bottle stopper. Now you’ll 
have a matching set, and both items can be custom imprinted – either matching, or not – the choice is 
yours. One thing for sure, this gift or gift set is unique, memorable, functional and memorable. So make a 
true impression the next time you need that special gift (for someone else, or yourself!)  The Square Golf 
Ball® is patented by Bright Valley Enterprises LLC. The words “The Square Golf Ball” are trademark 
protected. Any infringement or copy of design or wording will be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the 
law. With a novelty item as unique as The Square Golf Ball® the temptation to duplicate may be attractive. 
We hope everyone can enjoy The Square Golf Ball® produced in the USA. We also ask that any suspected 
non-authentic duplications be reported to us as soon as possible  


